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This paper explores the potential of an approach suggested by Manski of
obtaining nonparametric bounds for treatment effects in evaluation studies
without knowledge of the participation process. The practical concern is the
effects of continuous vocational training in East Germany. The empirical
application is based ~n a large cross-section that covers about 0.6% ofthe total
population in 1993. The results are rather mixed. The large width of the in-
tervals obtained emphasise the fundamental problem of all evaluation studies
without good knowledge ofthe relationship between potential outcomes and the
participation process. However, in some cases suitable exclusion restrictions are
indeed capable ofbounding the treatment effects strictly away from zero.
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21 Introduction
The effects oftraining on the individual labour market prospects ofparticipants
or prospective participants received considerable attention in the literature. The
case of-East Germany after unification with West Germany is particularly
interesting, because of a unique situation: Massive resources are used by the
public sector and to some extend also by the private sector to retrain a
substantial part ofthe East German labour force. The intention is to enable them
to adjust quickly to the rules and technologies of western-type market
economies and thereby to reduce unemployment substantially. Recent
evaluation studies (e.g. Fitzenberger and Prey, 1996, Lechner, 1995, 1996a,
1996b) give ambiguous answers to the question whether these policies have
been beneficial to the participants or not.
There is a long discussion in the econometric literature on how identification of
)
causal effects in such training evaluation studies could be achieved in cases
when no social experiment is available. The fundamental problem is the
necessity ofinfering from the labour market outcomes ofthose not participating
in training enough about the outcomes of trainees if they would not have
participated in training. In an ideal experimental setting both these outcomes
have the same mean. The mean of the outcomes of the non-training group
(control group) is an unbiased estimate of the mean of the counte(factual
outcome of the training group (treatment group)? Other moments can be
estimated similarly.
When the assignment to the treatment and control group is not random,
knowledge ofthe assignment mechanism is necessary to adjust these estimates
ofthe mean accordingly. In practice, for many cases complete information on
this mechanism is not available. Then there are several other ways to proceed.
First, there are procedures that I will summarize under the heading of
nonparametric identification.
3 The basic task is to find all such attributes ofthe
individuals that could influence the assignments as well as the potential
outcomes. These attriputes should fulfil the requirement that they Carulot be
changed by the treatment status. For each value ofthese attributes, the empirical
procedure could proceed as if the data were generated by a true experiment.
Obviously, the major untestable assumption is that all attributes are really
I See Heckman (1994), Lynch (1994), and LaLonde (1995) to name only a few recent papers
on that topic.
2 The state ofthe discussion about whether it is advantageous or not to base evaluations on
social experiments can be found in Burtless (1995) and Heckman andSmith (1995).
3 Note that this and most ofthe following discussion is about identification ofproperties in
the population. Assume for simplicity that an infinite large random sample from the target
population is available to perform almost exact inference, once the identification issue is
resolved.included, and that they fulfil the requirement of exogeneity as defined above.
This approach is first explicitly suggested by Rubin (1977) and is used in a
modified way by Lechner (1995, 1996a, 1996b) for the evaluation ofthe effects
of East German training. Another nonparametric approach based on
instrumental variables (IV) might be applicable when it is not possible to
observe all necessary attributes in the data set. It is discussed by Imbens and
Angrist (1994), and Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin (1996). The two approaches
have in common that they use information about the selection process itselfto
identify the treatment effects without imposing other distributional or functional
.form assumptions. Unfortunately, for the evaluation of training in East
Germany, it appears fairly difficult to find instruments fulfilling the
requirements necessary to apply the IV approach.
The second group of identification strategies uses latent variable models to
describe the selection process. The interaction ofthe selection process with the
process describing the outcome is typically modelled by assumptions. about the
joint distribution ofrespective error terms. It is in the nature ofthe subject of
identification that most of these assumptions cannot be tested. Since
assumptions about error structure typically cannot be derived in an exact way
from fundamentals ofthe assignment and outcome processes, their validity is in
many cases difficult to address. Semiparametric methods try to minimise the
necessity for such assumptions, but some functional form assumptions typically
remain (e.g. the survey by Powell, 1994, or the, application by Werwatz, 1996).
Another problem ofthese semiparametric limited dependent variable models is
that many technical conditions - particularly when the outcomes are discrete -
have to be imposed that are difficult to justify by economic reasoning.
4 Models
stipulating the entire parametric error distribution (typically jointly normal or
extreme value) are obviously even more restrictive (see Fitzenberger and Prey,
1996, for East Germany, and Card and Sullivan, 1988, for the US). The
sensitivity of the estimates regarding these assumptions is widely
acknowledged in the literature (e.g. Lalonde, 1986). However, there is less
agreement on how the optimal type ofevaluation is supposed to look like.
5
Even in the case ofthe nonparametric identification in inany cases there remain
some doubts, as for example in Lechner (1996b), whether these untestable
assumptions are true. Therefore, in this paper I will first see how much can be
said about the causal effects without any assumption about the selection
process. It will turn out, that indeed something can be said, which however is
rather weak: There are bounds for the true effects, but they have a considerable
4 Many ofthe procedures suggested by Heckman and Hotz (1989) can also be classified to
this group.
s Chapter 1 in Bell, Orr, Blomquist, and Cain (1995) provides a more complete account of
the development ofthe econometric evaluation literature.
4width. This is a worst case scenario, because absolutely no restriction is
imposed on the selection process. Furthermore, the treatment effects are
allowed to vary entirely freely among different individuals. Therefore, in a
second step this paper explores various ways to tighten the bounds, either by
. some assumption stipulating equality ofthe treatment effects for subgroups of
individuals or by specific assumptions about the selection process into training.
The latter assumptions are not model-based, but are for example postulating
that only individuals with expected positive returns are selected into training.
This part ofthe paper builds on seminal work by Manski for selection models
(Manski 1989, 1993a, 1993b, 1995), and for treatment effects (Manski, 1990,
1995). Manski, Sandefur, McLanahan, and Powers (1992) provide an
application of this methodology. That being the only application of this
approach I am aware of. In this paper, the econometric results are applied to the
evaluation ofthe effects ofvarious types oftraining on individual earnings and
employment probabilities. The estimation is based on a very large cross-section
that constitutes approximately a 0.6% random sample of the East German
population in 1993.
6 The sample is sufficiently large to allow the use ofnon-
parametric estimation methods for the estimation ofthe bounds.
Since this paper appears to be the first application - with the exception of
Manski et al. (1992)- ofthis general approach, one ofits goals is to explore how
far this approach can carry us in obtaining useful information for evaluation
studies. Overall, the results appear to be rather mixed in this repect. One
obvious result is that there is a huge price to pay for ignoring selection
information in terms ofwidth ofthe intervals for the treatment effects. Thus the
problem of all evaluation studies is emphasized: Without good knowledge
about the relationship between potential outcomes and the selection /
assignment process, it is very difficult to bound the treatment effects strictly
away from zero. Another result is that suitable chosen exclusion restrictions are
indeed capable of bounding the treatment effects away from zero. However,
typically they may be at least indirectly related to the selection process, and
appear difficult to justify in the context ofthis paper.
The paper is organized ~ follows: The next section introduces the identification
problem and discusses the derivation of the bounds for the treatment effect
under different assumptions. Section 3 presents the sample used in the empirical
part. Prior to the results that are contained in Section 5, Section 4 discusses
several issues related to the estimation of the bounds. Section 6 concludes.
Appendix A contains technical details on the bounds under different assump-
tions, whereas additional results are referred to Appendices B, C, and D.
6 ZEW sample ofthe m;crocensus ("Mikrozenslls").
52 Identification ofthe causal effects oftraining
2.1 Causality, potential outcomes, and identification
The empirical analysis tries to answer questions like "What is the average gain
oftraining for a certain group ofindividuals, such as the training participants?"
For example, for a training participant the relevant comparison is with the
hypothetical or counterfactual outcome of nonparticipation. Therefore, the
question refers to potential outcomes or states of the world, that never occur.
The underlying notion ofcausality requires the researcher to determine whether
participation or nonparticipation in training effects the respective outcomes,
such as income or employment status. This is very different from asking
whether there is an empirical association, typically related to some kind of
correlation, between training and the outcome. Therefore, I do not try to answer
the question whether training is associated with hi9
her earnings for example,
but whether the effect oftraining is higher earnings. Given a large enough and
sufficiently informative sample from the population, the answer to the question
about association can easily be answered, whereas the question about the causal
relation raises serious identification issues.
The framework that will serve as guideline for the empirical analysis is the
potential-outcome approach to causality suggested by Rubin (1974). yt and ye
denote the outcomes (t denotes treatment, i.e. training, c denotes control, i.e. no
treatment).8 Additionally, denote variables that are unaffected by treatments -
called attributes by Holland (1986) - by X. Attributes are exogenous in the
sense that their potential values for the different treatment states coincide
(X=X). It remains to define a binary assignment indicator 8, that determines
whether unit n gets the treatment (8 = 1) or not (8 = 0). If the individual
participates in training the actual (observable) outcome (Y) is yt, and YC
otherwise. This notation points to the fundamental problem ofcausal analysis.
The causal effect, for example defined as the difference of the two potential
outcomes, can never be estimated, even with an infinite sample, because the
counterfactual (y~,sn =0) or (y~,sn=1) \to the observable outcome (Yn) is
never observed.
Using the previous notation, different estimands of interest, which are average
causal effects oftraining for individuals with characteristic x, are denoted by
yo(x), eO(x), and ~o(x). They are defined in equations (1), (2), and (3):
7 See Holland (1986) and Sobel (1994) for an extensive discussion ofconcepts ofcausality in
statistics, econometrics, and other fields.
8 As a notational convention capital letters denote random variables and small letters denote
specific values ofthese variables.
6y O(x):= E(Y' - YCIX = x)= E(Y'IX= x)-E(ycIX= x), (1)
eO(x):= E(Y' - YCIX = x,s = 1) = E(Y'IX= x,S = 1)-E(yeIX = x,S = 1), (2)
~O(x):= E(Y' - YCIX = x,S = 0)= E(Y'IX= x,S = O)-E(yeIX= x,S = 0). (3)
The short hand notation E(·/X=x,S=s) denotes the mean in the population of
all units with characteristics x that do (s=1) or do not (s=O) participate in
training. The difference between the three treatment effects is that y° (x)
measures the expected treatment effect for an individual randomly drawn from
the part ofthe population with characteristics x, e
O(x) measures that effect for
an individual drawn from the population oftraining participants with character-
istics x, and ~o(x) measures that effect for an individual drawn from the
population ofnonparticipants with characteristics x.
For the following analysis it is useful to rewrite equations (1), (2), and (3):
y o(x) = [E(Y'IX= x,S = 1)-E(yeIX= x,S = 1)]P(S = llX= x)+
+ [E(Y'IX= x,S = 0)-E(ycIX= x,S = 0)][1-peS = llX= x)] =




The question now is how these expressions can be identified from a large
random sample of$e population. The quantities g'(x):= E(Y'IX=x,S=1),
gC(x):=E(yeIX=x,S=O)] and p(x):= P(S=IIX=x) are not problematic,
because their sample analogues are observed. However, the sample analogues
of E(yel X = x,S = 1), Le. the triplet (y~,x,sn) for observations with (sn = 1),
and of E(Y'IX= x,S = 0), Le. (y~,x,sn) for observations with (sn = 0), is not
observable. Another useful way to rewrite equations (1), (2), and (3) is the
following:
yO(x)=gt(x) _ gC(x)+ t.} (x),
7(1 ")
= [gC(x) - E(yclx =x,S=1)]p(x)-[gt(x)+E(ytlX=x,S=0)][1-p(x)],
~
0(x)=gt(x)- g~(x)+'AE,(x) ,
E(ytlX - x)-- gt(x)




This representation emphasizes the selection biases occurring when only the
observable sample quantities gt(x) and gC(x) are used for estimation, instead
of the correct counterfactuals E(ytlX=x,S=0) and E(YCIX=x,S= 1),
respectively.
Without additional information consistent point estimation of y 0(x), eO(x) , or
~o(x) is not possible. Much ofthe literature on causal models in statistics and
selectivity models in econometrics is devoted to finding reasonable identifying
assumptions to predict, for example, the unobserved expected nontreatment
outcomes of the treated population by using the observable nontreatment
outcomes ofthe untreated population in different ways. For example, ifthere is
random assignment to the training given the characteristics x, then the potential
outcomes are independent fro,m the assignment mechanism and
E(YCIX=x,S=I)= gC(x) , as well as E(ytIX=x,S=O)= gt(x) holds. For
example Lechner (1995, 1996a, 1996b) argues that such an assumption is
plausible in the training context considered and proceeds with nonparametric
estimations of the respective quantities. Alternative identifying assumptions
may be based on modelling -at least a specific part ofthe relation between the
potential outcomes and the assignment mechanism (e.g. Heckman and Hotz,
1989, Heckman and Robb, 1985, Fitzenberger and Prey, 1996). However, a
general critique of these model-based approaches is that the results could be
8highly sensitive to the chosen assumptions (e.g. LaLonde, 1986).9 It should be
noted that these, types of identification problems are closely related to the
identification problems typically encbuntered in selection models (e.g.
Maddala, 1983).
2.2 Boundingtreatment and selection effects
In many cases it is reasonable to assume that the potential outcomes have a
finite support. For these cases Manski explored in a series of papers the
possibility ofestablishing bounds on parameters ofinterest mainly for selection
models (Manski 1989, 1993a, 1993b), but also for models ofpotential outcomes
(Manski, 1990). Manski, Sandefur, McLanahan, and Powers (1992) provide an
application ofthis methodology to the analysis ofthe effects offamily structure
during adolescence on high school graduation.
In the following I restate the essentials ofManki's(1990) findings in the case of
treatment evaluations. Manski (1990) is based on treatment effects defined by
eq. (1). His analysis is extended to the case given in eq. (2) that has often more
practical relevance for evaluation studies, because eO(x) is the quantity that is
needed to assess the effects of training programs for the actual participants.
Since the considerations for the treatment effects for the nontreated population
based on eq. (3) are symmetric to the case given in eq. (2), it is not discussed
explicitly in ~e following.
The outline for the remainder ofthis section is the following: After introducing
necessary additional notation it is shown how the treatment effects can be
bounded without additional information or assumptions. Although these bounds
are informative, their width is generally too large to identify the signs of the
treatment effects. Therefore, it is discussed how additional information
(assumptions) can be introduced to tighten the bounds. However, none ofthese
assumptions is related to the dependence of the potential outcomes and the
selection process. This dependence is kept entirely unrestricted.
\
Denote by E(x), LC(x) and U'(x), UC(x) the lower and upper bounds ofthe
support of Y' and ye for a given value of X =x . For example, if y' and ye
measure the probability that a person is unemployed or not, these bounds are
naturally given as 0 and 1. It is useful to define bounds for the two
subpopulations oftreated and nontreated individuals as well. The lower bounds
9 This critique is particularly damaging, because only in very rare cases are all assumption
chosen because of insights into fundamental relationships between assignment, outcomes
and the available data. It is far more common that assumptions - such as joint normality of
some error distributions or time constancy oferror components - are selected to arrive at a
computationally convenient estimator.
9are denoted by .e'(x,s), fC(x,s), and the upper bounds are denoted d(x,s),
uC (x,S).1O It must be true that E(x)=inf{.e'(x,O),.e'(x,l)},
LC(x)=inf{fC (x,O),fC (x,I)}, as well as Ut(x)= sup{d(x,O), d(x,l)},
UC(x)=sup{uC(x,O),uC(x,l)}. In most applications the bounds in the two
subpopulations coincide, but sometimes they may differ.
11 Without any loss of
generality, the treatment effects are defined to elements of the following
intervals: yo(x) E[ByL(X),B~(x)], eo(x) E[BeL(x),B~(x)]. The width of these
intervals is defined as W, (x) = By
U(x)- By
L(x), and ~(x) = B~(x)- B;(x),
respectively. It is the purpose ofthis section to show that these bounds are non-
trivial. The trivial case is when the sample does not provide any information
about the size of the treatment effects. Then the bounds are given by
ByL(x)=E(x)-UC(x), B~(x)=U'(x)---LC(x), and by BeL(x)= f'(x,I)-
uC (x,I), B~(x)=d(x,l)-fC(x,I). Hence, the width is given by w,(x)=
[U'(x)- E(x)] + [UC(x)- LC(x)], and ~(x)= [d(x,I)- .e'(x,l)] +
[UC (x,I)- fC(x,I)] .
However, it is obvious that these bounds are wider than necessary. Those
quantities in eq. (1') and (2') that do have sample counterparts can be treated as
known for the purpose ofthe discussion ofidentification, because they can be
consistently estimated from the sample.
12 Therefore, the following bounds are
obtained for yo(x): ByL(x)=[g'(x)-uC (x,I)]p(x) + [f'(x,O)-gC(x)]
10 To be exact, it is sufficient that E(Y'IX=x,S=0) and / or E(rIX=x,S=1) have finite
supports. However, typically their bounds are unknown. Nevertheless, by the definition of
an expectation it is always true that their bounds have to be within the interval given by the
support ofthe respective conditional distribution functions. Hence, the bounds may contain
areas for which the pdfis almost indistinguishable from zero, typically expected to be far
out in the tails ofa distribution (for example the right tail ofthe earnings distribution). If
tail behaviour is sufficiently regular, these areas would however have a negligible impact
onthe expectation. In that sense as well, the bounds are very conservative.
11 An example for different bounds is the following: An unemployed person may lose the
right to receive future unemployment benefits ifshe does not participate in training offered
to her by the labour office. Hence, the lower bound ofher earnings would be the level ofthe
unemployment benefits, whereas her nontraining earnings may be bounded from below by
zero or some other benefit level that should usually be much lower than unemployment
benefits (e.g. social assistance in the German case). Note however that this describes a
difference between the bounds for the two different potential outcomes. Different bounds
for the subgroup ofparticipants can occur ifthey are always chosen in a specific way, i.e. if
the potential outcome is very much related to the selection process. This however requires
knowledge ofthe selection process.




U(x)= [gt(x)_ lC(x,I)]p(x) + [d(x,O) - gC(x)][I-p(x)]. The now
reduced width is given by ~(x)= [uC (x,I)- lC(x,I)]p(x) + [d(x,O)- t(x,O)]
[1 - p(x)]. The respective bounds for eO(x) are given by
B;(x)=gt(x)- UC (x,I) and B~(x)= gt(x)- lC(x,I). The width simplifies to
JVe(x) = [uC(x,I)- fC(x,I)]. To appreciate the reduction ofthe widths assume that
the different lower, respectively upper bounds of the support of the outcome
variables are the same. In this case the width ofthe interval for both average
causal effects is. reduced by 50%. In the previous example with OIl outcomes,
the width in the no data case is 2 (interval [-1,1D, now it is 1. This reduction
comes without any assumptions about the selection process. Note however, that
at least in the case ofequal support for all outcomes, it is not possible to sign
the_treatment effects, because 0 is always included in the interval. The bounds
for two causal effects differ mainly in the sense that to bound y 0(x)
information about the treated (gt(x» and the untreated population (gC(x» as
well as the conditional treatment probabilities p(x) is needed. The bounds for
eO(x) are simpler to compute, because they depend solely on gt(x). No
information about the controls or the participation probabilities is required. In
other words, such information is not informative without additional
assumptions.
2.3 Shrinking the intervals
To tighten the bounds Manski (1990) suggested to use the availability ofthe
characteristics X to introduce additional assumptions that could be plausible in
some circumstances. These so-called level-set restrictions stipulate that either
the treatment effect or some expectations ofthe potential outcomes are constant
in a subspace ( X
0
) ofthe total space ofcharacteristics ( X, X
0 ~ X).13
Let us be begin with a level-set restriction on the treatment effect.
14 Figure 1
shows graphically ho~ a reduction of the widths is achieved. For illustrative
purposes it is assumed'that x is one-dimensional and that the treatment effect is
identical for three different values ofx. Clearly, the treatment effect must be
included in all three intervals. The larger the space X° and the more variable
13 There is an issue ofwhatshould be the primitives for imposing assumptions. It is correctly
observed by Manski (1989) that statisticians tend to introduce assumptions for moments of
the outcome distributions conditional on selection (8=s). Then they derive the properties of
the unconditional moments. Econometricians tend to make assumptions directly about
moments ofthe unconditional distribution typically by the use oflatent variable models. In
this case the moments ofthe conditional distributions are the derived quantities.
14 The level-set restrictions used in this section should be more precisely called local
exclusion restrictions.
IIthe bounds are within the space, the Jarger is the gain in width reduction.
However, at least for the case ofequal bounds on the outcomes, the reduction of
width will be insufficient to exclude zero treatment effects. These level-set
restrictions are untestable. The exact formulas for the bounds and the widths
can be found in Tables A.I and A.2 ofAppendix A. Popular examples ofsuch
an assumption are models with an additive treatment effect, such as:
E(YJ X =x)= E(YJ X =x,S =s)= f(x)+as. a denotes the treatment effect
assumed to be constant in the population. More general models that allow a to
vary with x - for example by including interaction terms ofs and x - are also
included as special cases in this discussion oflevel-set restrictions.15





A tighter assumption is to assume that the expected values ofone particularly
chosen potential outcome or both potential outcomes are constant in some
regions ofthe X-space (X0,1,XO,C ~ X). Let us first consider the case for y° (x)
as discussed in Manski (1990). Assume that E(ytIX =x) is constant in X0,1 and
E(yel X =x) is constant in Xo,c. Then the reasoning from the section of the
constant treatment effects implies that the interval on each expected potential
outcome within the sets is the intersection of the intervals for each value of
x E X0,1 , respectively x E XO,C • As before, the exact formulas for the bounds and
15 Note that such an exclusion restriction is one ofthe necessary conditions for consistent IV
estimationoflocal average causal effects (Le. Imbens and Angrist, 1994).
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the widths are given in Table A.I. Under this assumption the treatment effect is
constant on X°,X°=X0,' n Xo,c •For this restriction to bite the sets X 0,' and X o,c
must overlap. For this set the bounds are at least as tight as those derived under
the assumption ofa locally constant treatment effect before. Therefore, there is
an increased likelihood to identify the sign ofthe effect. In the case ofbounding
eO(x) it is suffiCient to assume that E(rIX=x) is constant in XO,C (=Xo),
because eO(x) does not depend on E(Y'IX=x,S=O). An alternative as-
sumption is provided by assuming that E(ycIX=x,S=1) is constant in XO,C.
Using the reasoning applied above this implies that its upper bound is
in[ uC(x,l) and its lower bound is sup l'C(x,l). This is used to derive the re-
xq' xq~
spective quantities given in Table A.2. This set of assumptions does not
generally include the previous ones, hence there is no guarantee that the bounds
will actually shrink. Quite to the contrary, ifthe bounds do not vary with x, then
the bounds are identical to the bounds without any assumptions. In the same
manner as for eO(x) these bounds can be derived for yo(x) as well. The results
given in Table A.I are based on the case when a symmetric condition is im-
posed on E(Y'IX=x,S=0) as well. The intermediate case of a level-set
restriction of only one of these expectations is however straightforward to
deduce from the results given.
Another restriction that is explored 'in the application is the assumption that all
individuals selected in training have non-negative expected values for eO(x).
Clearly, this tightens the lower bounds ofthe selection effects. At first sight it
seems that a minimum condition oftraining participation should be that at least
the expected returns should be positive for participants. Note however that this
implies that before the training the amount of information available is
considerable. It requires also that no systematic surprises (such as a suddenly
appearing stigma for training) occur that might invalidate the previous
considerations. An additional restriction applied to the data is that all selection
effects may vary with ~, but they are the same for participants and non-
participants in a given subset ofthe X-space. Note that both sets ofrestrictions
do not generally exclude a zero treatment effect. Finally, note that in an obvious
way all these restrictions can be imposed simultaneously.
Other restrictions proposed by Manski do not appear to be attractive in this
context. However for the sake of completeness, some of them are briefly
discussed in Appendix A. Table A.3 in this appendix contains the respective




Before the actual data base used in the empirical part ofthe paper is introduced,
some general remarks about the type ofdata required are in order. In a typical
training evaluation, samples that are as informative as possible about variables
that explain the selection process into training are desirable. Typically, they
contain panel data that allow to control for the important pre-training labour
market history. Since constructing such data bases is costly, the number of
variables is usually inversely related to the number of sample units in the
sample. In other words, such samples reduce the bias but the price to pay for the
econometrician is in terms ofsampling variance. Usually, this is a reasonable
price to pay, to avoid wron~conclusions from the analysis. Here, the situation
is different. First, note that having more variables explaining selection does not
generally shrink the bounds without additional assumptions, such as local
exclusion restrictions. Second, as will be explained below, nonparametric meth-
ods should be used to estimate the bounds. It is now common knowledge that
nonparametric methods require a substantial amount of data to perform
acceptably. Therefore, an almost ideal data source for this exercise is the largest
cross-section available in Germany, the microcensus.
3.2 The microcensus
The microcensus is an important component of the official German statistics
system. The federal statistical office (Statistisches Bundesamt) collects the data
ofthe microcensusby interviewing about 1% of the German population each
year. The data collection is regulated by federal law. For most ofthe questions
answering is compulsory. Hence the microcensus is a mixture of official
(register) data and survey data'with partial nonresponse. Itcontains information
on socio-demographics, as well as on variables related to the individual labour
market situation. Most ofthe information referes to the week ofthe interview,
but there are also some retrospective questions: Although there is an overlap in
the populations interviewed each year, the single cross-sections cannot be
related to each otherto form a panel.
Due to data confidentiality reasons originating in German federal laws, the
original sample is not available to researchers outside the Statistisches
Bundesamt. The ZEW however obtained an anonymized 70% random sample of
the original data from the Statistische Bundesamt. The empirical part of this
study is based on that particular sample. For the year 1993 it constitutes a
0.626% random sample ofthe population in the Federal Republic ofGermany.
See Statistisches Bundesamt (1994) for the questionnaire used and Pfeiffer and
Brade (1995) for another empirical work with the ZEW-file ofthe microcensus.
14When this study was done, only the 1991 and 1993 surveys are available at the
ZEW. The information about training is based on retrospective questions on
whether the individual participated in continuous vocational training in the last
two years. The 1991 survey also covers training that started before unification.
Since the goal of this paper is to investigate the effects of post-unification '
training, only the 1993 survey is used.
The empirical analysis is based on prime-age individuals not yet subject to early
retirements. Therefore, the sample is restricted to individuals between 20 and 54
years old. Sincethe training for newly immigrated foreigners (as is the major
share offoreigners in East Germany) has fairly different objectives than training
for the rest of the labour force, the sample is restricted to individuals with
German nationality living in East Germany including East-Berlin, but excluding
West-Berlin. For obvious reasons valid information on training as well as on
schooling is required.
16
The information about continuous vocational training in the microcensus is
different from the information contained in many other surveys such as the
German socio-economic panel (GSOEP). The retrospective question about the
incidence oftraining during the last two years differentiates training only by the
duration (4 categories) and the location where training takes place.
17 Here, the
second distinction is used to define three broad categories oftraining: On-the-
job-training (ONJ), off-the-job-training in school-type institutions for training
and retraining (OFJ), and other off-the-job-training (OFJO). Only completed
training is considered. Observations still participating in some sort oftraining
are deleted. ONJ is close to employer-related training that is analyzed with
GSOEP data for example in Lechner (1996b). Unfortunately it is not known
whether the individuals obtained benefits from the labour office during training.
Hence the distinction between general off-the-job training (Lechner, 1995) and
public-sector sponsored training (Lechner, 1996a) is not possible with this
sample. However, it might be reasonable to conjecture that most ofthe public-
sector sponsored training is indeed included in OFJ, because it is usually done
in these school-like trai~ing institutions.
Table 1gives more details on the definitions and variables used in the empirical
analysis. The descriptive statistics for the three training groups and the group of
individuals without training in the last two years suggest substantial differences
between the groups. First, the duration of ONJ (median about 1 month) is
16 Itis not compulsory to answer these questions.
17 Question 1993 survey: "Seit 1991: Haben Sie eine berufliche Fortbildung, Umschulung
oder sonstige zuslitzliche praktische Berufsausbildung erhalten? Ja, ® am Arbeitsplatz; ®
bei der Industrie- und Handelskammer, usw.; ® in besonderen Fortbildungs- und
Umschulungsstatten; ® an einer berufsbildenden Schule I Hochschule; ® durch
Femunterricht; ® aufandere Art. ® Nein."
15considerably smaller than for OFJ and OFJO (medians about 6 months). The
larger proportion of females in OFJ and the fact that OFJ participants expe-
rience higher unemployment than the rest, also points to a close relationship
between OFJ and public-sector-sponsored training. Not surprisingly, the post-
training unemployment rate for ONJ is rather low. IS Note also that the usual
pattern regarding education can be observed: The share ofthe highest schooling
degree is substantially higher for training participants than for non-participants.
This is also reflected in the distribution ofearnings.
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less than 1month 47 19 22
less than 6month 81 50 47
less than 1year 92 74 65
less than 2years 98 94 84
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Table 1 to be continued•••
18 These empirical facts have also been found in Lechner (l996a) and Lechner (1996b) for
public-sector-sponsored training and employer-related training.
16Table 1 : Descriptivestatistics: continued
control ONJ OFJ
no training on-the-job off-the-job other off-the·
job
OFJO
Variable mean (std) or share in %
----------------------------------------------------------~ Unemployed 14.8 5.4 25.6 12.9
Net monthlyincome **)
o 1.8 0.1 1.0 0.5
less than 300 2.9 0.3 1.8 1.4
less than 600 8.3 1.8 6.2 4.9
less than 1000 23.1 8.0 26.5 17.9
less than 1400 41.6 19.3 44.6 32.8
less than 1800 64.1 41.9 62.0 50.3
less than 2200 81.9 67.7 78.9 68.5
less than 2500 90.4 82.2 88.4 80.5
less than 3000 95.5 91.6 94.6 89.3
less than 3500 97.8 95.6 97.1 93.7
less than 4000 98.7 97.7 98.3 96.2
less than 4500 99.11 98.9 98.9 97.3
less than 5000 99.46 99.37 99.49 98.2
less than 5500 99.62 99.73 99.72 98.5
less than 6000 99.74 99.87 99.79 99.14
less than 6500 99.81 99.87 99.88 99.49
less than 7000 99.83 99.97 99.95 99.49
less than 7500 99.89 100.00 99.98 99.54
-Ohservations{totaE40793")------3"1477(77%)-300f(7%T--4341---19ff(5iT--
(11%)
Note: No training: no continuous vocational training in lasttwo years; on-the-job: vocational
trainingatthe workplace orwithin the finn; off-the-job: off-the-job continuous
vocational training in learning institutions ("Fortbildungs- und Umschulungsstlitten");
other off-the-job: otheroff-the-job training ina chamberofindustry and commerce
("Industrie- und Han~elskammer",38%), a vocational school oruniversity (19%), as
distance teaching ("Fernunterricht", 10%), orother(33%). *) Datacontain some zero
values due to reporting errors. **) Includes benefits, and income from sources other
than employment (e.g. returns from holding assets orothereconomic activities).
Individuals who are still intraining during the intervieware deleted from the sample.
174 Estimation ofthe bounds on the causal effects oftraining
4.1 Empirical operationalisation
This section contains several issues concerning the empirical application that
need to be addressed before the estimation method and the results are presented.
The first choices are to be made regarding the targets of the evaluations.
Following the training literature I chose unemployment
19 and net income to
measure the effects oftraining. The only information on these variables refers
to the date of the interview. Hence, the distance to the end of training is
different for different individuals. Nevertheless, it is a valid measure for the
expected effect of completed pre-interview training on the outcome for the
week before the interview takes place. The unemployment variable is coded as
0/1. There are special feat!1res ofthe income variable in the microcensus: First,
it is measured in 18 categories (see Table 1) with an open upper bound.
However, for the treatment effects one is interested in the expectation of the
underlying continuous variable. Although in this case consistent point estimates
are only possible with stringent distributional assumptions that are ad-hoc
approximations, the additional uncertainty due to discrete observability can be
naturally incorporated in the framework used here. Instead ofestimating gl(x)
and gC(x) one can still estimate lower and upper bounds ofthese quantities and
use them appropriately to compute the bounds for the treatment effects. Thus,
these bounds do not only indicate the uncertainty about the selection process,
but also the uncertainty due to the limited information on the income variable.
The income variable 'is unbounded (the upper is open). However, as has been
mentioned before what is needed is not an upper bound for the support ofthe
random variable, but of its expectation. The assumption that is used in the
following application is that the respective expectations are no larger than DM
8000. This appears to be a very conservative number, given that only about
0.1% ofthe sample is observed with an income ofDM 7500 or more. Second,
income as defined by the microcensus is different from earnings, because it also
contains all sorts of unearned income, ~~ch as unemployment and other
benefits, income from financial assets, and so on. Treatment effects on income
instead ofearnings is still a valid and sensible concept. However, in case the
other income components are not influenced by training participation, the
differences in potential incomes are equal to the differences in the potential
earnings. Another problem is the lack of information about the income of
assisting family members ofself-employed persons and about all self-employed
individuals in agriculture. Hence, these observations are deleted from the
19 The recoded variable not unemployed(I-unemployment) is used inthe actual evaluations.
18sample. Additionally, individuals not responding to that question are deleted as
well.
Other issues concern the selection ofconditioning variables to be included in X
Clearly, the definition ofa conditional treatment effect only makes sense ifthe
observation of one or the other potential outcome does not change the
realisation x, that is there are no potential characteristics for the same
individual.20 Time constant variables and variables prior to the beginning ofthe
selection process should always fulfil this criterion. The latter are not available
in this section, hence we concentrate on age, schooling, sex, and federal state
(Bundesland). The treatment effects are a priori expected to vary for different
groups defined by these variables.
Finally, there is the issue ofimposing restrictions to shrink the bounds. It does
no! appear to be justified by economic theories or other considerations to
impose level-set restrictions on expectations of the outcome variables or the
treatment effects on sets composed of different federal states, schooling or
gender. Hence, level-set restrictions using variations within age groups ofwidth
of five years are explored (conditional on other components ofX). They are
termed rolling (or moving) level-set·restrictions (RLS) in the following,
because they are computed for each group separately.21 RLSs are imposed on
the treatment effects as well as on E(rlage). The underlying idea is that the
exact age should not matter as long as two individuals belong to the same
narrowly defined age group (± 2 years of age). Additionally, the effects of
selecting only individuals with expected nonnegative gains from the treatment
as well as the effects ofthe restriction that the treatment effects are the same for
the treated and nontreated groups are explored. Finally, the different restrictions
are combinedto additionally tighten the bounds.
4.2 Estimation method used
Estimation ofthe bounds is done in a stepwise procedure. In the first step the
conditional expectat~ons E(Y'IX=x,S=1) [=g'(x)], E(rlX= x,S=0)
[= gC(x)], and E(si X =x) [=p(x)] are estimated using their sample
analogues, i.e. by their weighted sample means (with weights provided in the
microcensus) within the cells defined by the different values ofx. This is a
feasible approach, because the sample is sufficiently large so that there are
,enough' observations within the single cells. There are two alternatives to this
simple approach: One the one hand, one could use a parametric model (as in
10 This is a strict fonn ofexogeneity (in regression language).
21 This is logically inconsistent, because such an intersection or overlap of 'X.
0 -regions - in a
rigorous sense - implies that the level-set restrictions are valid for all ages. Since this is
obviously too restrictive, the chosen approach provides a flexible alternative.
19standard linear or binary choice regression) to estimate these conditional
expectations. This however is not attractive, because it is somewhat contrary to
fundamental ideas of estimating treatment effects without incurring
inconsistencies by incorrect assumptions ofsome model. Hence, nonparametric
estimation of the bounds appears to be imperative. On the other hand, some
smoothing method (kernels, nearest neighbour, series estimation, ...) could be
used in principle to compute the bounds to improve efficiency. This is however
not attractive because ofthe discreteness ofall X-variables.
Although the sample means are asymptotically normally distributed, to my
knowledge there is no distribution theory for the quantities given in Tables A.l,
A.2, and A.3. Therefore, I follow the approach by Manski et al. (1992) and
implement a simple bootstrap procedure: (i) draw 500 bootstrap samples from
the microcensus; (H) compute for each bootstrap sample all relevant bounds;
(iii) for the lower bounds report the 5% quantile ofthe bootstrap distribution of
the estimates; for the upper bounds report the 95% quantile.
22 Note that this is
still an approximation that appears very conservative because due to sample
uncertainty the bounds appear to be wider than they could possibly be. It is left
for future work to improve this procedure, that is to take into account that
estimates ofthe upper and lower bounds are correlated.
S Results
As the results may differ for different treatment and selection effects evaluated
in different cells of the X-space, and there does not appear to be a suitable
summary measure such as coefficients in parametric models, some choices have
to be made to avoid getting lost in a bulk ofresults. The main body ofthe paper
focuses on a particular case, additional interesting results are referred to three
appendices. Results not presented in the paper are available on request from the
author.
The first choice is on which treatment effects should be focused on. Obviously,
three different treatment effects for four Wes of treatment status (that is \18
effects) are too much for presentation.' Here, I concentrate on pairwise
comparisons of the four different groups conditional on being in one or the
other group or conditional on being in either of the two groups under con-
22 Note that the procedme in Manski et al. (1992) is slightly more elaborate. They try to
estimate the relevant joint distributions and conditional distribution of the random
variables, and then draw the bootstrap observations from these estimates. Among other
problems, this procedme is not attractive here, because ofthe larger X-space used at least
for some estimates. See also Hall (1994) for the properties ofbootstrap estimators.
20sideration.
23 It appears most interesting to compare on-the-job and off-the-job
training with the case ofno training at all, as well as to compare the effects of
on-the-job versus off-the-job training directly. For the first two comparisons the
treatment effects for the population ofrespective training participants appears to
be most interesting: this is the appropriate measure of the effectiveness of
different types oftraining. However, in a direct comparison the training effect
unconditional ontraining status appears to be the most relevant concept: it gives
the expected effect for an individual randomly drawn from. the population that
participates in either type of training. Again for reasons of space, selection
effects are not presented. In the main body of the paper. results are only
presented for the case of on-the-job training versus no training. Most of the
results are for men only. The corresponding results for women are in Appendix
D. The results for off-the-job training versus no training are found in Appendix
B, -and the results for the direct comparison of the two types of training are
contained in Appendix C. Admittedly, the focus on on-the-job training for men
is rather arbitrary. However, focusing more on on-the-job training is also
motivated by previous results ofthe author. There it appeared that the effects of
public-sector-sponsored training (Lechner, 1996a) as well as off-the jobtraining
(Lechner, 1995) are identified, whereas the identification of on-the-job
(employer-related) training appeared to be more doubtful (Lechner, 1996b).
Another issue relates to the choice ofthe conditioning set. Using all available
cross-products is prohibited by considerations ofspace and in some case results
in cell sizes that are too small for reliable estimation ofthe bounds. Hence, in
the paper I concentrate on effects jointly conditional on gender and one other
factor. The latter is eitherschooling, region, orage.
The following tables and figures show approximate 90% centered confidence
intervals. The bounds ofthese intervals are computed by using the 5% quantile
ofthe bootstrap distribution ofthe lower bound ofthe repective causal effect
and the 95% quantile ofthe distributionofthe upper bound.
24
5.1 Identified quantities (p(x), g'(x), gC(x»
Table 1 contains the estimates ofthe participation probabilities [p(x)] ofon-
the-job training versus no training at all conditional on the level ofschooling
and federal states ("Lander") for men and women separately. Let us first
consider the heterogeneity in the data. Heterogeneity is significant with respect
23 Conditioning on being.in the third or fourth group is not interesting, because this is like the
no data situation.
24 95% bootstrap intervals are computed as well, but merely 500 bootstrap replications are
probably not enough to get precise estimates of the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles needed.
These results are also available from the author onrequest.
21to schooling.2s The higher the level ofschooling, the higher is the participation
rate. Regarding the states there is a pronounced difference between East-Berlin
and the remaining states with East-Berliners having a higher participation
probability. The participation probabilities do not appear to differ
systematically with age. Figure 1 shows a similar analysis for age (in years).
Despite a somewhat lower rate for the youngest age group, systematic
differences are hard to detect. Similarly, no significant differences for men com-
pared to women conditional on age or schooling or states can be observed. The
latter however is not true when off-the-job instead of on-the-job training is
considered (see Appendix B). Here, participation probabilities for women are
significantly higher than for men. This is compatible with a higher share of
unemployed women, who thus have easier access to public-sector sponsored
training programs. The same regional differences also show uti when on-the-job
and off-the-job training are compared directly (Appendix C).




12 12.9 15.5 13.6 16.5
10 8.3 9.4 8.5 9.6
8or no degree 4.2 5.5 3.3 4.7
Federalstates (Linder) .
Berlin (East) 11.0 14.4 12.6 16.6
Brandenburg 6.6 8.5 6.5 8.4
Mecklenburg·Vorpommern 7.7 10.1 7.7 10.3
Sachsen 7.8 9.3 7.5 8.9
Sachsen-Anhalt 7.9 10.0 8.1 10.1
Thuringen 6.8 9.0 6.1 8.3
Note: Table shows 5% and 95% quantile ofrespective bootstrap distributions.
25 This feature is already observed for example by Lechner (1996b) for another data set.
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Note: Figure shows 5%and 95%quantile ofrespective bootstrap distributions.
Table 3 and Figures 2 and 3 give the confidence intervals for the means of
g'(x) and gC(x). The upper part ofTable 3 as well as Figure 2 focus on the
indicator variable not being unemployed. These probabilities increase with
schooling, but show only limited regional variation. They are somewhat larger
for the treated group than for the control group. The latter is also true for the
estimates conditional on age. The spikes in the estimate of g'(x) suggest that
the number ofbootstrap replications (or the sample size) is not large enough to
trace out the·distribution ofthe mean ofan indicator variable with a true mean
very close to 1.
23Table3: Estimates of g'(x) and gC(x) conditional on schooling and federal state for on-
the-job trainingversus no training












































8achsen 94.4 97.9 90.9 92.4 1841 2387 1597 2045
8achsen·Anhalt 90.9 96.9 88.8 91.1 1670 2260 1544 1998
Thiiringen 94.3 99.1 89.5 91.8 1804 2423 1585 2046
Note: Table shows 5%and 95%quantileofrespective bootstrap distributions. Mostofthe
widthofthe income variable is due to its grouped character (see Table 1). Men only.
The results for women (Table 0.1 and Figure DJ in Appendix D) look
remarkably similar to those for men. Considering off-the-job training (Table
B.2 and Figure B.2 in Appendix B) a similar heterogeneity pattern is found, but
the estimates for the treated group are generally lower than for the control
group. Thus, no such spiky behaviour ofthe estimates conditional on age is
observed.
24Figure2: Estimates of g'(x) and gC(x) conditional on age for on-the-job trainingversus




















Note: Figure shows 5%and95%quantilesofrespective bootstrap distributions. Men only.
Figure3: Estimates of g'(x) and gC(x) conditional on age for on-the-job trainingversus
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Note: Figure shows 5%and 95% quantile ofrespective bootstrap distributions. Mostofthe
width is due tothe grouped nature ofthe income variable (see Table 1). Menonly.
2SThe lower part ofTable 3 and Figure 3 focus on income, which is a grouped
variable?6 Table 3 shows that income increases with schooling and that there is
some regional variation as well, with people living in the former capital and
administrative centre of the GDR having a higher mean income. Income
increases with age for those younger than about 30. The differences between
mean incomes for the treated population appear to be higher than for the con-
trols. Interestingly, this difference is much more pronounced for women than
for men. The income data for off-the-job training do not reveal such differences
between training and control group.
Another important point is: how well are the respective quantities determined.
Although due to the smaller cell size - the probabilities are estimated for every
age group separately - the widths ofthe confidence intervals appearing in the
age plot are somewhat larger than for the other characteristics, generally the
estimates seem well determinea.
5.2 Bounds
Let us start by considering the bounds on the treatment effects given only the
sample estimates described in the previous section. They are contained in Table
4 under the column heading none, as well as in Figures 4 and 5 labelled no
assumpt.. For the indicator variable not being unemployed the bounds have
width 1. For the income variable the width is 8000. When interpreting the
bounds presented, one should have in mind that sampling uncertainty makes the
location butnot the width ofthese intervals uncertain. The results show that the
bounds are rather one-sided. Technically, this is a result ofthe estimated g'(x)
being close to the upper bound ofthe support ofthe indicator variable, whereas
for income the estimated g'(x) is closer to the lower bound. Note that no
probability statements can be made about single points in the interval (with the
exemption ofpoints very close to the bounds ofthe interval that are influenced
by sampling error), therefore the fact that the interval for men with 12 years of
schooling is [-4.5, 98.8] does by no means implythat a positive treatment effect
is more likely for this group. It is very well possible that the true expected
treatment effect is -3.0, for example. The remaining entries in Table 4 as well as
in Figures 4 and 5 are obtained by assuming that members ofthe treated and
untreated population defined by x have the same treatment effect. This
assumption, that underlies many regression approaches to evaluation problems,
26 See Table 1 for the Widths ofthe different groups. As has been described above, the loss of
informationdue to grouping is incorporated inthe estimates. Hence, a significantpartofthe
interval given is not due to sampling error but is solely due to grouping. As with the
uncertainty due to selection, this part ofthe interval does not shrink when the sample size
increases.
26appears to be very powerfu1.
27 It reduces the width dramatically, but as
mentioned above, this assumption is not sufficient to identify the sign of the
treatment effect.
Table 4: Bounds for the treatmenteffects conditional on training participation for on-
the-job trainingversus no training: no restrictions, same expected treatment
effects for treated and controls
Restrictions
X·variables
Probabilities of not being
unemployed in %








Berlin (East) -6.4 98.9 -6.4 9.6 ·5782 2890 -2473 2890
Brandenburg -7.7 97.6 -7.7 11.0 -6187 2420 ·2026 2420
Mecklenburg- -10.0 97.4 ·10.0 15.5 -6346 2294 -1981 2294
Vorpommern
Sachsen -5.6 97.9 ·5.6 9.1 -6158 2387 -2046 2387
Sachsen-Anhalt -9.1 96.9 -9.1 11.1 ·6329 2260 -1999 2260
ThOringen - -5.7 99.1 -5.7 10.5 -6195 2423 ·2046 2423
Years ofschooling (highest
degree)
12 -4.5 98.8 -4.5 5.9 -5717 2919 -2686 2919
10 -5.9 96.7 -5.9 9.0 ·6239 2251 -2016 2251
8or no degree -11.6 96.0 -11.6 16.5 -6498 2076 -1787 2076
Note: Sampling uncertainty due to the estimation of g'(x) and gC(x) is accounted for by
showing the 5%and 95% quantiles ofthe bootstrap sampling distributionofthe lower
repectively upperbounds ofthe intervals. Men only.
27 Note that this assumption implies that the selectionprocess into training does not depend on
the realised average returns from training. This could be the case, either because the
selection does account for the returns, and I or because the estimated returns prior to
training are independent ofthe realised returns (due to unforeseen changes in the economy
orinsufficient orwrong information about the potential participant).
27Figure 4: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training participation
in % (not being unemployed) for on-the-job training versus no:training: no
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Figure S: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training participation
in DM (income) for on-the-job training versus no training: no restriction,
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28
AGE
40 44 48 52 56Figures 6 and 7 present the results when imposing rolling level-set restriction
within narrow age groups (±2 'years) on the treatment effects or on
E(yclX=x). Note that this expectation is not conditional on treatment status
(see discussion of these restrictions above). The corresponding lines in these
figures are denoted as RLS, effect, and RLS, EYc(x), respectively. Figure 4 al-
ready shows that there is little variation of the treatment effect for different
ages. Hence, the reductions ofwidth by imposing rolling level-set restrictions
on the treatment effect are rather small. They do not exclude zero effects (this is
true, independent of the data). The results for these exclusion restrictions
imposed on E(yclX=x) look very similar. However, there is a small, but very
important difference for the probability of not being unemployed (Figure 6):
For some ages, the intervals lie entirely on the positive part ofthe support ofthe
treatment effect. Thus, for men ofages 40 and 50, there is a positive effect of
training ifthis exclusion restriction is true. Appendix D (Figure DA.a) shows
that the same is true for women ofages 24, 30, and 50. Similarly for off-the-
job-training, positive effects appear for men ofages 37 and 50, and for women
ofage 50 (Figure BA). Note that this result depends solely on the assumption
that, for example E(yclmen,age=48) = E(yclm,49) = E(yclm,50) =
E(yclm,51) = E(yclm,52) (example for the effect for 50 year old men). Still,
this remains a rather technical condition and it appears to be difficult to decide
whether this (untestable) condition is true.
28 Additionally, it is unclear why
there are only positive effects for specific ages that look rather arbitrary. Note
however that such an exclusion restriction still appears to be easier to interpret
than the typical distributional assumption often used in parametric treatment
(selection) models.
28 The only evidence against this assumption would be a resulting empty set for the treatment
effect. Given the large size ofthe intervals, this test has extremely low power in the current
setting.
29Figure 6: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training participation
in % (not being unemployed) for on-the-job trainingversus no training: rolling
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Note: Men only. Level-set restriction is for ±2 years.
Figure 7: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training participation
in DM (income) for on-the-job trainingversus no training: rolling level-set
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Note: Men only. Level-set restriction is for ±2 years.
30Figure 8: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training participation
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Figure 9: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training participation
in DM (income) for on-the-job trainingversus no training: combining several
restrictions
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Note: Men only.
31The results presented in Figures 8 and 9 are based on the combination of the
two different level-set restrictions with the assumption of having the same
treatment effect for the treated and the control population as well as with the
assumption that the selection into treatment happens only for groups of
individuals with a nonnegative expected outcome. As before, only the level-set
restriction on E(ycIX=x) is potentially powerful enough to exclude zero
treatment effects. The combination ofthe assumptions does shrink the bounds
rather drastically. For the probability ofnot bein~ unemployed (Figure 8), they
collapse for some ages to almost a single point. 9 For the income variable the
width ofabout DM 2000 is still substantial (Figure 9). For the case ofoff-the-
job training there are also positive income effects for age 26 (Figure B.5). The
width ofthe interval ofthe effect on income is also smaller than in the case of
on-the-job training. Combing !hese assumptions leads to positive effects,
particularly for the probability ofnot being unemployed, for on-the-job training
when directly compared to off-the-job training (Figure C.5).
6 Conclusion and outlook
This paper is one of the very few applications of the approach suggested by
Manski in various papers to find nonparametric bounds on treatment effects.
One of its aims is to explore the potential of this approach for evaluation
studies. For the particular case under consideration, that is continuous
vocational training in East Germany, the results appear to be rather mixed in
this respect. The first finding concerns the width ofthe intervals and emphasises
the fundamental problem ofall evaluation studies: Without good knowledge of
the relationship between potential outcomes and the selection / assignment
process, it is very difficult to bound the treatment effects strictly away from
zero. However, in some cases suitable exclusion restrictions are indeed capable
ofbounding the treatment effects away from zero. Unfortunately, they appear
difficult to justify in the context ofthis paper. Furthermore, they still allow a
wide range ofpossible values for the treatment effe~ts.
That implies that the use of bounds as tests for predictions of parametric
selection models will result in a test of very low power. However, they are
certainly a useful tool for judging the impact of certain assumptions, such as
exclusion restrictions for attributes or treatment status, on the width of the
intervals.
Future research might be directed to the issue of providing some distribution
theory, perhaps by modified bootstrap procedures, for the estimated locations
and widths (in case of exclusion restrictions) of the intervals. Furthermore,
29 The fact that there are some effects that appear as positive in Figure 6 do not appear to be
positive in Figure 8 is the result oftaking accountofsampling error.
32additional restrictions should be explored that could be used to shrink the
intervals. Ideally a smooth process ofimposing restrictions would start with the
no-information case and end with point estimates ofdifferent selection models.
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35E(Y'IX = x,S = I).
"Ix E X0,,- • and
E(Y'IX= x,S = 0).
Appendix A: Econometrics
Table A.l.a: Bounds for yo(x)
No data t(x)- UC(x) U'(x) - L'(x)
----------------------------------------------------------_.
No assumptions [g'(x)- u"(x,l)]p(x)+ [g'(x)- t'(x,I)]p(x)+
________________~i~~:~~~llQ=E~lL ~~~~~~~~]~:~i~L ,
Local exclusion for yo(x). sup{[g'(x)- uC(x,I)]p(x)+ !~P [g'(x) - f'(x,l)]p(x)+
Vx E XO .rex
o
_______________ J~~~~:2J~llQ=E~lU ~~~~~~!~~~~~!~~~ ,
Local exclusion for sup {g'(x)p(x)+t(x,O)[I- p(x)]} - inf {g'(x)p(x)+ u'(x,O)[I-p(x)])-
E(rtIX=x), \;fxEX°,l, XEXO,I - xEX°,l








E(Y'IX = x,S = 1)- [u'(x,O)- g'(x)][l- p(x)]
E(Y'IX=x,S= I)~O
___________________________________________________________ 0
Y\x)=eO(x)=~o(x). max[BoL(x), B~L(X)] min[B~' (x),~!(x)]
"Ix EXo
Note: B~L(x) and Br(x) denote the lower and the upper bounds ofthe treatment effects for the
nontreated (S=O).
36Table A.l.b: Interval widths for y o(x)
~(x)
No data V'(x)- E(x)+V"(x)- L"(x)
!~~~~~i~~========~1;~~~1;~~l0~!~G~2~~&~~W~fi~I==============~ local exclusion for yo(x). inf{[g'(x) - r(x,I)]p(x)+[u'(x,O) - g'(x)][1-p(x)]}-
XEX
O
'rJx EX° sup{[g'(x) - u"(x,I)]p(x)+[e'{x,O) - gC(x)][1-p(x)]}
XEXO
L~~~cl~~~;-------~f{i~);&);J&~)D=~&~}=~~{~~~)[l~~~~~e(~G~(~}:-
E(Y'IX=x). 'rJXEXo.,. XEXO., XEXO."
E(Y'IX = x). 'rJx E XO." sup {g'(x)p(x)+f'(x,O)[I- p(x)]}+ inf {gC(x)[I- p(x)]+u"(x,I)]p(x)}
________________ x~~~ ~~~ _
local exclusion for [ inf u"(x,I)- sup l'"(x,I)]p(x)+[ inf u'(x,O)- sup t(x,O)][I-p(x)]
E(Y"I,X = x,S = I). "E~"" XEX",·'EX"'· XEX""
'rJx EX0.". and







Table A.2.a: Bounds for eO(x)
B~'(x) B~(x)
_~~~ (~~L~~~~L ~~~L~~~~L ,
_N~:.s:u~~i~: ~~1=~'i:;2 ~~1=£'i~Q .
local exclusion for eO(x). sup{g'(x)-u''(.l',I)} inf{g'(x)- t'(x,I)}
'rJXEXo XEX" XEX"
L~~~cl~~~;------------------i~)=~~~~~)-----------i~)=~~~~~)-.
E(Y"IX = x). 'rJx E XO .J g'(x) _ g'(x)+ xq" g'(x) _ g"(x)+ XEX" ______________________________ ?~~ E~l ,
local exclusion
E(Y"IX=x,S=I).










Note: *) v'(x)= RC(x.l)p(x)+ gC(x)[l- p(x)j, v"(x) = u'(x,l)p(x)+g'(x)[l-p(x)]. Obtained
from E(ycl X = x) = E(ycl X = x,S = l)p(x) + g"(x)[l- p(x)] and equation (2").
37Table A.2.b: Intervalwidths for eO(x)
J¥e(x)
________________________________ E~~ _




Note: See note on Table A.2.a.
Combining the cases given in Tables A.1.a and A.2.a with the assumption that
treatment effects are the same in the treated and control population, i.e. eO(x) =
y° (x), VX E X
0 is straightforward: The lower bound is given by sup {eO(x) ,
XEXO
Yo(x)} and the upper bound is equal to in\ {eo(x), yo(x)}.
XEX
Table A.3: Bounds for theselection effect ')...9(x)
!~~~~~~~ (~1=~~~2 (01=~~:·V .
local exclusion for eO(x). Vx E XO sup{g'(x)-u"(x,\)}+g"(x)-i(x) inr{g'(x)-f"{x,l)} +g"(x)-g'(x)
~ :r~
LOc8l~cl~~~M-----~-----i~~:i~~~~)----------i~~~~~p~~~)----------.








Note: The width ofthe interval ofthe selection effect is the same as for the respective treatment
effect given in Table A.2.a.
See also notes ofTable A.2.
Manski (1990) introduced an additional restriction which assumes that only
individuals with a nonnegative effect (all ofthem) are selected. However, in a
social context this is hardly plausible, because it may very well require too
many ressources and too much information (about the future!) for those who
38select participants. Additionally, it a priori restricts eo(x) (but not yo(x)) to be
nonnegative. This does not appear to be a credible strategy when evaluating
social programs. Several other restrictions appear in the different papers by
Manski. Those most closely related to our problem are discussed in Manski
(1993a, p. 163, 164). However, the assumption of ordered outcomes a priori
assumes that outcomes when treated are never less than outcomes when not
treated. Obviously, such an assumption is not attractive in the context of this
paper. The assumption of ordered outcomes P(/ =yC +a(x)1X =x)=1 also
appears to be too restrictive in this context. One ofthe reasons is that the shift is
not in expectation, but with probability one. Assuming instead that gl(X)=
E(y
cIX=x,S=I)+a(x), and that E(y
cIX=x,S=I) as well as a(x) are
cO!lstant for at least two different values ofx (level-set restriction), then eO(x)
is identified provided gl(X) varies. It is however not plausible that
E(ycl X =x,S=1) should be constant in some region of the X-space, while
E(yll X = x,S = 1) [= gl(x)] is assumed to vary exactly in the same region.
Appendix B: Results for off-the-job training versus no training
B.I Identified quantities (p(x), gl(X), gC(x)
Table B.1: Probabilities for off-the-job training versus no training in %
X·variables Men Women
Federalstates (Lander)
Berlin (East) 10.9 14.1 15.8 19.7
Brandenburg 7.8 9.8 13.6 16.1
Mecklenburg·Vorpommern 9.0 11.7 15.0 18.3
Sachsen 7.6 8.8 12.6 14.5
Sachsen·Anhalt 8.6 10.8 13.2 15.9
Thiiringen 7.7 9.7 14.7 17.2
Years ofschooling (highest degree)
12 16.2 19.0 20.2 23.4
10 8.5 9.5 15.4 16.8
8 or no degree 3.4 4.6 7.2 8.9
Note: Table shows 5% and 95% quantiles ofrespective bootstrap distributions.
39Figure B.l: Probabilities for off-the-job trainingversus no training in %
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Note: Figure shows 5% and 95% quantile ofrespective bootstrap distributions.
Table B.2: Estimates of g'(x) and gC(x) conditional on schooling and federal state for
off-the-job trainingversus no training
Men Women
X·variables g'(x) gC(x) g'(x) gC(x)
Probabilities of not being unemployed in %
Years ofschooling (highest degree)
12 81.4 88.0 94.1 95.9 81.6 88.0 91.9 94.3
10 81.5 86.0 91.0 92.0 64.3 68.7 79.7 81.3
8 or no degree 60.4 76.2 83.5 85.8 52.2 63.4 68.6 71.8
Federalstates (Under)
Berlin (East) 76.2 87.4 90.3 93.3 73.6 83.4 84.0 88.0
Brandenburg 74.1 83.4 89.0 91.2 62.2 71.2 77.6 80.6
Mecklenburg·Yorpommern 73.8 84.2 84.5 87.6 61.2 71.3 75.1 79.1
Sachsen 80.9 87.8 90.9 92.4 64.4 71.3 78.4 80.6
Sachsen·Anhalt 78.9 86.9 88.8 91.1 60.3 69.7 78.0 81.1
Thiiringen 82.1 90.8 89.5 91.8 69.6 77.3 77.0 80.3
Income in OM
Years ofschooling (highest degree)
12 2148 2764 2155 2683 1640 2202 1672 2156
10 1529 2027 1593 2015 1106 1546 1133 1535
8 or no degree 1115 1739 1353 1787 895 1404 900 1307
Federalstates (Under)
Berlin (East) 1924 2600 1947 2473 1491 2082 1439 1922
Brandenburg 1616 2242 1568 2025 1205 1747 1154 1586
Mecklenburg·Yorpommern 1548 2204 1509 1979 1107 1634 1104 1555
Sachsen 1625 2197 1597 2045 1153 1639 1089 1500
Sachsen·Anhalt 1618 2245 1544 1998 1111 1633 1118 1551
Thiiringen 1535 2159 1585 2046 1014 1515 1069 1501
Note: Table shows 5% and 95% quantiles ofrespective bootstrap distributions. Most ofthe width of
the income variable is due to the grouped nature ofit (see Table I).
40Figure B.2: Estimates of g'(x) and gC(x) conditional on age for off-the-job training
versus no training
Figure B.2.a: Probabilities ofnot being unemployed in % for men





Figure B.2.b: Probabilities ofnot being unemployed in % for women
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Note: Figures shows 5% and 95% quantile ofrespective bootstrap distributions.
42B.2 Bounds
Table B.l: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on training participation for off-
the-job trainingversus no training
Men Women
Restrictions none same effect for none same effect for
X·variables treated and controls treated and controls
Probabilities of not being unemployed in %
Years ofschooling (highest degree)
12 ·18.6 88.0 ·18.6 5.9 ·18.4 88.0 ·18.4 8.1
10 ·18.5 86.0 ·18.5 9.0 ·35.7 68.7 ·35.7 20.3
8or no degree ·39.6 76.2 ·39.6 16.5 -47.8 63.4 -47.8 31.2
Federalstates (tinder)
Berlin (East) ·23.8 87.4 ·23.8 9.6 ·26.4 83.4 ·26.4 16.0
-Brandenburg ·25.9 83.4 ·25.9 11.0 ·37.8 71.2 -37.8 22.4
Mecklenburg·Vorpommern -26.2 84.2 ·26.2 15.5 ·38.8 71.3 -38.8 24.8
Sachsen ·19.1 87.8 -19.1 9.1 -35.6 71.3 ·35.6 21.6
Sachsen·Anhalt ·21.1 86.9 ·21.1 11.1 ·39.7 69.7 -39.7 22.0
Thiiringen ·17.9 90.8 ·17.9 10.5 -30.4 77.3 ·30.4 23.0
Income in OM
Years ofschooling (highest degree)
12 ·5852 2764 ·2686 2764 ·6359 2202 ·2158 2202
10 ·6470 2027 ·2016 2027 -6893 1546 ·1535 1546
8or no degree ·6884 1739 -1787 1739 -7104 1404 ·1308 1404
Federalstates (Under)
Berlin (East) ·6076 2600 ·2473 2600 ·6509 2082 ·1924 2082
Brandenburg ·6383 2242 ·2026 2242 ·6794 1747 ·1587 1747
Mecklenburg·Vorpommern ·6451 2204 -1981 2204 ·6893 1635 ·1556 1635
Sachsen ·6364 2197 -2046 2197 ·6846 1639 ·1500 1639
Sachsen-Anhalt ·6381 2245 ·1999 2245 ·6889 1633 ·1552 1633
Thiiringen ·6464 2159 ·2046 2159 ·6985 1515 ·1501 1515
Note: Sampling uncertainty due to the estimation of g'(x) and gC(x) is accounted for by showing
the 5% and 95% quantilesofthe bootstrap distribution ofthe lower repectively upper bounds
ofthe intervals.
43Figure B.3: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training
participation for off-the-job training versus no training: no restriction, restriction
ofsame expected treatment effects for treated and controls
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45Figure B.4: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training
participation for off-the-job training versus no training: rolling level-set
restriction within narrow age groups for treatment effect or E(ycl X = x)
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AGEFigure B.5: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training
participation for off-the-job training versus no training: combining several
restrictions
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Figure B.5.b: Probabilities ofnot being unemployed in %-points for women
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40 44 48 52 56Appendix C: Results for on-the-job-training versus off-the-job-
training
Col Identified quantities (p(x) , g'(x), gC(x)
TableCol: Probabilities for on-the-job versus off-the-job training in %
X·variables Men Women
Federalstates (Under)
Berlin (East) 44.9 55.4 39.6 48.7
Brandenburg 41.5 50.3 27.7 34.8
Mecklenburg·Vorpommern 40.6 51.4 29.0 37.3
Sachsen 48.1 54.3 33.4 39.0
Sachsen·Anhalt 43.3 52.0 33.5 40.6
Thiiringen 42.6 51.5 25.5 32.8
Yean ofschooling (highest degree)
12 40.4 47.3 35.4 42.2
10 47.2 51.6 32.4 36.1
8or no degree 49.5 60.2 28.1 36.7
Note: Table shows 5% and 95% quantiles ofrespective bootstrap distributions.
FigureCol: Probabilities for on-the-job versus off-the-job training in %
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Note: Figure shows 5% and 95% quantiles ofrespective bootstrapdistributions.
soTable C.2: Estimates of g'(x) and gC(x) conditional on schooling and federal state for
on-the-job versus off-the-job training
Men Women
X·variables g'(x) gC(x) g'(x) gC(x)
Probabilities of not being unemployed in %
Yean ofschooling (highest degree)
12 95.5 98.8 81.4 88.0 94.8 98.5 81.6 88.0
10 94.1 96.7 81.5 86.0 91.1 94.4 64.3 68.7
8or no degree 88.4 96.0 60.4 76.2 85.0 94.7 52.2 63.4
Federelstates (Under)
Berlin (East) 93.6 98.9 76.2 87.4 95.5 99.5 73.6 83.4
Brandenburg 92.3 97.6 74.1 83.4 90.5 97.2 62.2 71.2
Mecklenburg·Vorpommem 90.0 97.4 73.8 84.2 93.5 98.8 61.2 71.3
Sachsen 94.4 97.9 80.9 87.8 88.9 94.2 64.4 71.3
Sachsen·Anhalt 90.9 96.9 78.9 86.9 84.8 92.7 60.3 69.7
Thiiringen 94.3 99.1 82.1 90.8 91.5 97.9 69.6 77.3
Income in DM
Yean ofschooOng (highest degree)
12 2282 2919 2148 2764 1914 2507 895 2202
10 1760 2251 1529 2027 1509 1987 1106 1546
8 or no degree 1501 2076 1115 1739 1274 1836 1640 1404
Federalstates (Under)
Berlin (East) 2217 2890 1924 2600 1900 2501 1491 2082
Brandenburg 1812 2420 1616 2242 1553 2138 1205 1747
Mecklenburg·Vorpommem 1653 2294 1548 2204 1457 2044 1107 1635
Sachsen 1841 2387 1635 2197 1503 2029 1153 1639
Sachsan·Anhalt 1670 2260 1618 2245 1413 1973 1111 1633
Thiiringen 1804 2423 1535 2159 1489 2107 1014 1515
Note: Table shows 5% and 95% quantiles ofrespective bootstrap distributions.
51Figure C.2: Estimates of g'(x) and gC(x) conditional on age for on-the-job versus off-
the-job training
Figure C.2.a: Probabilities ofnot being unemployed in %-points for men
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Note: Figure shows 5% and 95% quantile ofrespective bootstrap distributions.
53C.2 Bounds
Table C.2: Bounds for the treatment effects conditonal on schooling and federal states
for on-the-job trainingversus off-the-job training
54Figure C.3: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age for on-the-job training
versus off-the-job training: no restriction, restriction ofsame expected treatment
effects for treated and controls
Figure C.3.a: Probabilities ofnot being unemployed in %-points for men
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Figure C.3.d: Income in DM for women
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Note: These are expected treatment effects for individuals randomly drawn from the population in
both types oftraining (y ).
S6Figure C.4: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age for on-the-job training
versus off-the-job training: rolling level-set restriction within narrow age groups
for treatment effect or E(YCI X =x)
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Figure C.4.b: Probabilities ofnot being unemployed in %-points for women
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Note: These are expected treatment effects for individuals randomly drawn from the population in
both types oftraining ('Y ).Level-set restriction is for ±2 years.
58Figure C.S: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age for on-the-job training
versus off-the-job training: combining several restrictions
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Note: These are expected treatment effects for individuals randomly drawn from the population in
both types oftraining (y ).
60Appendix D: Additional results for on-the-job-training versus no
training (women only)
D.I Identified quantities (p(x), g'(x), gC(x) )
Table D.I: Estimates of g'(x) and gC(x) for on-the-job training versus no training
conditional on schooling and federal state
X-variables




Years ofschooling (highest degree)
12 94.8 98.5 91.9 94.3 1914 2507 1671 2155
10 91.1 94.4 79.7 81.3 1509 1987 1133 1535
8 or no degree 85.0 94.7 68.6 71.8 1274 1836 900 1307
Federalstates (Lander)
Berlin (East) 95.5 99.5 84.0 88.0 1900 2501 1439 1922
Brandenburg 90.5 97.2 77.6 80.6 1553 2138 1153 1586
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 93.5 98.8 75.1 79.1 1457 2044 1104 1555
Sachsen 88.9 94.2 78.4 80.6 1503 2029 1089 1500
Sachsen-Anhalt 84.8 92.7 78.0 81.1 1413 1973 1118 1552
Thiiringen 91.5 97.9 77.0 80.3 1489 2107 1069 1501
Note: Table shows 5% and 95% quantile ofrespective bootstrap distributions. Most ofthe width of
the income variable is due to the grouped nature ofthe income variable (see Table I). Women
only.
Figure D.I: Estimates of g'(x) and gC(x) conditional on age for on-the-job training
versus DO training
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Note: Figures show 5% and 95% quantile ofrespective bootstrap distributions. Women only.
D.2 Bounds
Table D.2: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on training participation for on-
the-job trainingversus no training
Restrictions
X-variables
Probabilities of not being unemployed in %
none same effect for treated
and controls
Income in DM
none same effect for
treated and controls
Federalstates (Lander)
Berlin (East) -4.5 99.5 -4.5 16.0 -6099 2501 -1924 2501
Brandenburg -9.5 97.2 -9.5 22.4 ·6447 2138 -1587 2138
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern -6.5 98.8 ·6.5 24.8 -6542 2044 ·1556 2044
Sachsen -11.1 94.2 ·11.1 21.6 ·6496 2029 ·1500 2029
Sachsen·Anhalt ·15.2 92.7 ·15.2 22.0 ·6586 1973 ·1552 1973
Thiiringen ·8.5 97.9 ·8.5 23.0 ·6510 2107 ·1501 2107
Years ofschooling (highest degrae)
12 ·5.2 98.5 ·5.2 8.1 ·6085 2507 -2158 2507
10 -8.9 94.4 ·8.9 20.3 -6490 1987 ·1535 1987
8or no degree ·15.0 94.7 ·15.0 31.2 -6725 1836 ·1308 1836
Note: Sampling uncertainty due to the estimation of g'(x) and gC(x) is accounted for by showing
the 5% and 95% quantil~s ofthe bootstrap sampling distribution ofthe lower repectively
upper.bounds ofthe intervals. Women only.
62Figure D.3: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training
participation for on-the-job training versus no training: no restriction, restriction
ofsame expected treatment effects for treated and controls
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40 44 48 52 56Figure D.4: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training
participation for on-the-job trainingversus no training: rolling level-set
restriction within narrow age groups for treatment effect or E(yel X =x)
Figure D.4.a: Probabilities ofnot being unemployed in %-points
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64Figure D.S: Bounds for the treatment effects conditional on age and training
participation for on-the-job training versus no training: combining several
restrictions
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Figure D.S.b: Income in DM
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